LIGHTWEIGHT. STREAMLINED.
FUEL EFFICIENT.
Founder Wally Byam knew that a rounded low-profile shape would make towing easier and more stable. And he knew that aluminum would make his trailers as light as possible.

The resulting combination has been a Airstream travel trailers are world-renowned for their superior structural integrity. That's because Airstream employs semi-monocoque construction, consisting of an inner and outer layer of aluminum stretched and riveted to the frame, working as an integral part of the structure.

Hand-built with a craftsman's attention to detail, this aluminum skin offers unmatched durability and strength for its weight. Just ask one of the more than 100,000 Airstream owners.

INTERNATIONAL TRAILERS
The Airstream International line redefines upscale and contemporary sleek sophistication. For designer styling as unique as you are, choose from two breathtaking interior decors.

From award winning architect and designer Christopher C. Deam, comes the Signature Series CCD. Inspired by the desire to visually echo the reflective exterior, this design combines a polished aluminum interior with luxurious Wenge laminate.

For those who crave the oceanside experience, the International is also available in the light and airy Ocean Breeze decor. Offering watery, oceanic colors and a delightfully peaceful aura, you'll swear you can almost hear the sounds of surf every time you step inside. Both styling packages feature “vista view” and panoramic windows, truly bringing the outside in. At night, strategically-placed recessed halogen lighting sparkles like starlight across the interior aluminum skin. Every color, shape, surface, and texture contribute to an atmosphere of relaxed modernism, with the perfect balance of luxury and streamlined efficiency that give this series its unmatched international flair that follows wherever the road takes you.
Please visit www.airstream.com to see a full set of model specifications, floorplans, features and options, and to find your nearest Airstream dealer.